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I. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Globalization is a widely used term -that can.be defined in a number of different ways. 

When .used in an economic context, it- refers- to the reduction ·and removal- of barriers 

across :national borders in order to facilitate the frictionless flow .of capital, goods, 

services and. labour, data and ·ideas that would result into integration of world 

economy and bring equal prosperity to all (Economic and Social Commission for 

Western- Asia, United Nations). However, all the earlier attempts for unification of 

national econoinies by several countries started with enthusiasm, ended up with 

frustration and culminated at protectionism. Hence, the concept of 'flat world' finally 

delivered s-ome unpl~asant experiences. Despite the undesirable economic and 

political events, recently, advocacies ofthe precept of the 'one-world~ suggest that, 

'we. learned from our experiences', 'we are cautious, careful and determined to 
·' 

persuade this policy to create a new and prosperous wqrld order'. Amqng all the 
- . . ·' . . •. . . . 

factors of production, it,is probabl:y freewheeling and fast moving funds that have 
. . - . . 

truly proved that the concept of 'borderless economy' has some relevance. India with 

some initial hesitation finally joined in the saga of globalization. Virtually our policy 

makers at present are victim of the dogma that the change process is 'irreversible' and 

'irresistible' and no one can deny the fact that the actions based on this 'form of 

belief ushered in a mammoth increase in flow of funds to and from India. 

The central theme of the present thesis is to analyse and study the; 

i) Impact of the change in the Indian recent 'policy-regime' on activities of capital 

market, and 

ii) The much needed and newer outlook of asset management for Indian investors to 

successfully navigate in the rough terrain of international finance. 

Informational efficiency, in general, allow 'invisible hand' to operate, control and 

discipline market, thus, minimize the scope of market failure and government 

intervention which is essentially counterproductive. Old institutional structure with a 

set of well-defmed rules and regulations within which individuals and firms operate 

may not be appropriate to achieve objective of the new regime. While change is 
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· essential, the mode, extent and speed may vary across. the countries. Brilliant 

resear~:hes in institutional economics }}Oint that informational efficiency and relevance 

of the concept of 'equilibrium price' largely depends on 'level of corruption'·, 'state of 

rules and regulations', 'property rights', 'reporting practices', 'corporate governance', 

'level of disclosure' etc. that ensures free flow of relevant and comparable 

information. Investor, be it domestic or international, who cares about "market 

failure" cannot ignore these characteristics (i~dicated above) ofma~ket while deciding 

the destination of their mvestible fund. Of course, it would be a wild th:inkiD.g that 

market failure simply results from 'poor'institutional' structure. Instead, the present 

thesis emphasizes that even with robust institutional structure 'market-break' is 

possible but in the absence' of :·a go~d, robust and working mstitutional structure, 

failure is likely io be more frtiquent, pronounced a:nd devastating. The concept was 

pushed gradually upon us by frequent massacre in internation~l ;fmance that we 

witnessed in the recent past resulting in enormous suffering of investors. _In this 

backdrop," a comparative analysis of the merits of the sample countries is given below; .. . . . . . . 

1. The bigher the opportunity of international investments more is the possibility 

of asset market development. By definition, emerging markets are 

comparatively less attractive destination of foreign funds; hence, the sample 

countries are less attractive and inostly immature. Frontier markets for obvious 

reasons are virtually neglected by world community hence look haggard. 

Nevertheless, as a whole, growth of fmancial integration for developing 

econon1yisencouraging. 

n. Institutional structure and 'quality' of functioning of developed markets are 

superior to e01erging 01arkets. It encompasses both the internal functioning 

like, settlen1ent period, liquidity, scope of block trading, facility for 

repatriation of capital and dividend etc, and the willingness coupled with 

capabiliiies to enforce the rules in practice. 

111. Spme developed 01arkets that are otherWise. efficient but incapable to swallow 

huge flow of foreign funds 01ay be avoided for diversification. Similarly, 
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frontier markets that are in all sense truly inefficient and unsafe for investment 

may also be ignored. 

iv. All countries, both developed and emerging, impose some restrictions on flow 

of foreign fund but the barrier is more stringent in .·frontier and emerging 

economies. 

v. There is growing sign of regional integration among S<:mth Asian countries. 

Regional int~gration is comparatively easy to achieve _cmnpared to high level 

global unification. Theory of proximity is currently dominating world 

scenario. 

v1. Due to restrictions, unlimited diversification though "theoretically desirable 

may not be feasible in practice. 

Once identification of potential countries is "complete, a careful arialysis of the· pattern 

of co movement between country indices is essential to enjoy maximum benefit of 

diversification. Traditional concept of constant correlation though widely used by 

Markowitch, Sharp and scores of other scholars is now under severe criticism and 

more and more economists feel that it is absolutely essential to transcend, reorient or 

in extreme to replace the concept by a newer model capable to identify the 

deterministic pattern, if any, of the co-movement among indices. Truly many 

economists are victim of the concept of constant correlation; they tend to forget that 

the change in variance causes shift in the correlation. We, to avoid this trap, analysed 

the Indian case carefully. · 

To measure linkage between markets one commonly used data series is index number 

of share prices. Hence, the data used in the study are based on different share price 

indices collected from respective website published by specific countries' stock 

exchanges. 

This study concentrates on Asia's most active and largest 8 stock exchanges: 

Hongkong [Hangseng (IDS)], Korea (KOSPI), Japan (Nikkei225), Malaysia (KLSE), 

Singapore [Straight Times, (STI)], Indonesia (JAKARTA COMPOSITE, (JKSE)], 
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Taiwan (TWI) and India (BSE 200) along with world's most important exchanges -

New York (S & qlP. 500) and LONDON (FTSElOO). Daily closing data have been 
. . . . . ·. . . 

used for all ten exchanges. In the present study, we considered a period of exactly 15 

years ranging from 1" January 1997 to 31" December 2011 and daily closing price of 

the indices were collected accordingly, Furthermore, in this time period, we assumed 

that there was no major structural break in the select economies. 

The study considered, whole period, sub-period, rolling and 'up-down trends in asset 

markets' measure of covariance of Indian market with others to avoid the pitfalls and 

concluded: 

A. India, in geneml, has a low and statistically insignificant correlation of earning 

with other sample nations save Korea and Taiwan. Furthermore, there are 

some faint indications of growing regional unification among India and Asian 

economies. 

B. Correlation never remains constant; it varies but hardly reaches a level that 

may be treated as statistically significant. There is clear indication that on 

average co movement of earnings between India and others increases in 

bearish market. 

C. Ignoring 'home-bias' cross border investment may help to deliver better 

results to Indian investors as the country satisfies the minimum covariance 

criteria essential for enjoying diversification benefit. 

Theoretical implications of the discussion on co movement have some direct or 

indirect bearing with the aim of the present study and the lesson is that the newer 

concept of asset pricing the ICAPM, more appropriate in globalized economy than the 

traditional one. In principle, movement of indices and business cycle around the globe 

should move in tandem, and in this ideal situation diversification benefit in effect will 

vanish. Alternatively, if there is no symmetry in the movement of trade cycle and 

thereby indices, much acclaimed benefit of diversification is achievable. The former 

is the case of perfect unification of world economy normally symbolized by 'law of 



one price', 'international equilibrium prices' and 'no arbitrage' situation etc. Our 

study corroborates the case of imperfect bondage where disequilibrium price is the 

primary source of inspiration for international flow of fund. It's a paradox, if all 

participants attempt to exploit this benefit profit opportunity will no longer exist. 

Current thesis ignored the debate over 'top down' or 'bottom up' approach though 

brilliant researches in the area still dommate the literature of financial economics. 

Gross lesson if·any is-country effect is more pronounced· than.industry effect that 

provoked us to" concentrate .on country level diversification and to follow passive 

strategy. Present writing also avoided the problem of currency risk management 

which is widely researched and debated, thus the present study may appear as 

incomplete, inherently inadequate and farcical. If the countries belong to a single 

currency zone e.g. Euro, the particular problem may be ignored without any 

significant loss. However, most of the earlier studies avoided currency management 

as it is really a crafty task and is not worth paying if efforts and costs needed are 

considered. Findings of the present study from the perspective of Indian investors 

may be summarized as: 

A. Empirical analysis corroborate theory and· offer ample evidences that cross 

border investment reduces risk of both equity and debt portfolio compare to 

traditional domestic investment. 

B. As the number of investible countries increases, covariance structure changes 

which influences risk profile of portfolio. Benefits of international 

diversifications were not achievable in pre-globalized period with limited 

scope of cross-border investment. 

C. Investment in 5 to 6 countries IS sufficient to enjoy full benefit of 

diversification. This contradicts widely discussed concepts of well diversified 

portfolio that usually includes 25 to 30 shares. 

D. Though regional combination is a contemporary trend, global investment is 

much desirable as it increases portfolio efficiency. 



.· E. Achievement--of -optimal solution· though desirable may not be attainable in 

practice. Even in occasions 'minimum variance' portfolio cannot be attained 

due to numerous restrictions. Thus, the debate over the theory of' limited' and 

'unlimited diversification' appears useless in practice. 

A close look to our findings specific to In~a and for Indian investors reveals that: 

i. A strong presence of informational inefficiency in the Indian market that 
> ' • ' • -

strongly negates the first hypothesis of the study that, Indian capital market is 

highly developed. There is a definite need of an invisible hand to maintain the 

well functioning of the market. 

n. The Indian capital market is not enough liberalized to be interlinked with the 

other markets of the ~orld. Hence, our second hypothesis of strong integration 

is also rejected. 

m. India, as a whole, bas a low and statistically insigruficant correlation of 

earning wiih other sample nations at least for the time period under the study 

save Korea and Taiwan. This, according to the theory, opens options for more 

flows of international investment; hence, our third hypothesis that 

international investment for the Indian investors is not profitable is rejected 

too. 

At the bottom, question of 'gainer or loser' remains at the core to decide merit of the 

current movement for 'one global economy'. If developed markets that enjoy many 

strategic advantages grow faster at the cost of emerging markets leaving aside some 

anaemic small pores, then desirability of participating in this movement of course 

may be questioned. The subject matter, which is otherwise interesting, is beyond the 

scope of the present study. 
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LA SCOPE FOR THE FURTHER STUDY 

This study on Cross-border diversification of fund is not without any limitation. 

Certainly, there are several scopes to enhance the dimension and quality of the 

research on this issue. We would like to mention some major ones: ... . . . 

1. Applicati~n of some robiist, c~mplex econometric methodologies like; 

J a hansen and JuseliOUS (lcJ94j Inethodology for co-integration, to identify the 

'state. iui'd . the degree or' integration' amongst sample .. countries. The 

methodology ·is truly not a 'common-investor' friendly methodology; 

although, we have tried the same separate!y am\ found. no significant : (' . . . . . . . . . .. . '• . 
improvement in the end result over ~d above the results obtained by using the 

simple and easy to understand tool like 'correlation'. We do reported the 

finding ·in our .paper .entitled 'Risk Diversification: A Cross Country. Co

integration· Approach' i. 

ii. There is always the scope left to improve the findings of the study by 

incorporating more countries in the sample, by comparing the results using 

high, moderate and low frequency data, by considering a more large time 

period and screening and testing the quality of the data through ' state of art' 

tools of time series analysis. 

iii. 'Home bias' and 'bias for developed markets' can also be studied in depth by 

considering countries from 'region' or 'blocks'. 

iv. The 'Sector- rotation strategy', which we, in spite of our best efforts failed to 

study due to the lack of infrastructural facilities and funds to collect the high

frequency 20- category industry data from the select sample countries. Hence, 

there is a great opportunity left to improve the study on cross-border 

diversification of funds. 



We hope to take up the above issues ·to study at appropriate time and also expect the 

new scholars to come forward and enrich ourselves by taking the issues up for in 

depth study. 

II. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

II. A International bank as an apostle of free economy ceaselessly cajoling global 

community to 'debunk the inept policy of closed economy' instead to rely on the 

slogan 'go global'. Ironically, this endless enthusiasm of all who have been 

romantically baptized to neo classical economies to some extent has been dampened 

by consecutive market breaks and people now hesitate to buy the theory of Lucas that 

this unpleasant event 'should no longer' happen. 

In the perspective of commending evidences of market collapse, currently there is 

polemical debate among economists on some questionable premises of so called 

'economics bible' of financial globalization. In fact, inconsistencies and gaps in the 

theories perpetuated from some questionable assumptions restraining free market 

theorists to formulate a coherent policy prescription capable to deliver desired results. 

Specifically we are interested to analyse: what are the problems with the concept of 

global fmance? How to prevent mounting disbelieve in its capacity to succeed? How 

fund managers can manoeuvre the threat of 'disequilibrium' in to an opportunity of 

higher earnings from both domestic and foreign markets? What should be the policy 

response to arrest gradual erosion of faith on otherwise sound and much discussed 

current economic thought? 

Critics of neo-liberal position focused on most significant limitations of the theory 

and methodology underlying the discipline of economics, finance and risk 

management. Some major ones are; 

1. The whole approach is based on series of basic tenets that are subject to 

serious criticism and to mention a few it include; 'equilibrium', 'stability', 

'efficiency', 'feedback loops', 'probability', 'normal distribution', 

'independence' etc. Theorists are so blinded by their own faith that they relied 
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on mythical description of market behaviour thus failed to take heed of the . ·. . . . . . 

stark realities of insufficient and.asyrt_lmetric flow of information and acting 

capacity of economic agents. 
'· 

ii. 'Market itself is innocent', this sort of stereotype believe resulted a sterile 

regulatory practice iJ:tcapa)Jle to cope with ever changing complexities of 

modem finance. 

iii. The variety of structural changes that is insufficient to control the mode of 

articulation of national· economy with world economy is not allowing the 

current precept to keep its promise. If financial architects ignore above lessons 

as 'off print' or otherwise unimportant, they will fail to understand what 

makes this 'irreversible' theory challengeable. Hence, any policy action based 

on the theory of equilibrium will be incapable to forge any enlightened course 

of action for a more rational and equitable employment of both domestic and 

foreign resources. 

It is not the purpose of the present thesis to prove that neo liberal theory with multiple 

holes to be transcended, to be replaced by old fashioned, equally incomplete and more 

vigorously criticized theory of intervention or by any newer precept. Instead, we 

argue that, the approach of competitive theory is not yet dead and in absence of any 

alternative, that is more rigorous, comprehensive and rational approach that enjoys 

wider acceptability of other nations, it would be unwise, even dangerous to 'move 

alone'. We argue that, benefit from global finance cannot be achieved without a 

fundamental restructuring of national economy with the world economy. Hence 

'enjoy benefit from flow of global capital', immunize economy to the extent it is 

possible from 'ravages' of foreign fund, exploit benefit from international 

diversification of fund to be treated as some central goals to be targeted by our 

economy. Hence, we will prefer to point some relevant issues that are very basic for 

policy decisions, so as to ensure that focus of attention of our national policy is not 

misplaced, action is based on critical thinking instead of ideology and it is directed to 

the areas where it is most urgently needed to maximize benefits and to avoid evils of 

integration. Importance of this policy initiative can be hardly ignored in our economy 
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when amidst stiff resistance from different corners goverillnerit is determined· to 

follow the policy of 'go global' so as to minimize risk, ensure better return and to 

guaraniee adequate supply of fund for the development of private sector. 

It is difficult to conceive the proposition that the benefits from integration accrue from 

global macroeconomic disequilibrium in terms of savings to investment to portfolio 

decisions. These cross country differences partly results from savings pattern, 

investment patterns and portfolio investment - a natural reflection of the level of 

development, demographic pattern and other economic fundamentals. Exploit this 

disequilibrium in other parts of the globe and flourish your own economy should be 

the primary objective of any crafty policy initiative, the benefit that is only achievable 

when local economy is sufficiently aware about the rest of the world. However, this 

sort of so-called 'good' situation clearly reflects that there are distortions, externalities 

and risks at national and international level. Economic system does not always follow 

the text book rule thus there is danger, the symptom that may be paraphrased as 'crisis 

in economics' of the equilibrium theory. With these basic observations we mention 

below some policy recommendations probably most suitable for our own economy. 
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II. B Financial Integration: Potential Benefit-Threat and 
Policy Measure 

Alleged benefits of integration of global capital markets are it lower the cost of 

capital, stimulate investment, encourage in better risk management, improved use of 

capital and provide incentives for better government economic policymaking. Taken 

together, these developments positively affect a country's overall standard of living. 

The benefits mostly accrue from interaction between economics with high and low 

savings. Curiously, strong counter evidences are also ample that grossly emphasizes 

on destructive capacity of this foreign fund. From policy perspective the important 

issue is, should we encourage flow of Foreign Direct Investment [FDI] that generates 

employment opportunity and say 'no' to Foreign Portfolio Investment [FPI] that is 

basically short term in nature. Growing listing of shares in the foreign markets, rise in 

the issue of GDRJ ADR, increasing foreign portfolio investment [liability] are few 

symptoms which suggest that along with FDI our corporations are interested to avail 

the benefits of increasing capital market integration that were not available earlier. 

How can we ignore benefits of foreign portfolio investment that ushers vigour to local 

market and help to develop private sector. There is no reason of complacency that 

market capitalization oflndian equities is about 80% of its GDP due to simple reason 

that while only 1% of household own equities, nearly 2/3 own gold, 90% of house 

hold own residential property and we own only 1% of net international asset. While 

99% of Indian households are excluded, to say the least, vast potentiality of our 

market is widely unutilized. No improvement in the present state of condition is 

possible and the benefits of glol;ml fund will remain unachievable unless we can 

successfully initiate some corrective policy measure to ensure 'good governance', 

respect for the rule of law, low level of corruption, good contract enforcement 

mechanism, protection of property right, freedom of expression, free media, political 

stability and certain degree of confidence in a just Government system. World Bank 

governance index suggests, India unfortunately enjoys a low ranking on all the counts. 

Thus we suggest, simply liberalization of financial system is not enough, it cannot 

keep its promises unless odds of free economy duly addressed. We propose few steps 

for consideration of policy makers; these are not exhaustive but indicative only. 
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IL B. i: Ensure Fair Price-Reduce Informational' Uncertainty 

Reduce informational asymmetry so as to develop an efficient market to ensure fair 

price and to minimize threat of market failure. Improved accounting standard, better 

disclosure practices, compliance with internationally accepted standards can only 

ensure adequate supply of reliable and standardize . information. Compliance with 

internationally accepted standards can be seen as a subset of the overall regulatory 

environment. Failure to implement this. standard affects adversely the level of 

efficiency of asset market. Fair price alone can refurbish confidence of investors and 

guarantee both substantive [resource allocation] as well procedural efficiency [reward 

and punishment]. Though the concept of fair price is ill defined )Jut outright rejection 

and neglect of tlte. underlying philo~ophy of this theory may indulge in .anarchic 

behaviour in asset market. 

II. B. ii: Ensure Supply of Skilled Personnel . 

The availability of skilled personnel is absolutely essential to develop a fmancial 

system capable to deal with complexities of the modem fmancial system. There is 

strong belief that the current downturn of US market was due to the scarcity of trained 

personnel capable to tackle combined impact of financial innovation and 

globalization. 

It is difficult to conclude who influences whom - is it the quality of work force that 

influence .the growth of a sound fmancial system or a robust system by design attracts 

efficient work force? Anecdotal evidences however suggest that high quality of 

skilled personnel help to maintain the superiority of any financial centre. Simply 

availability of skilled work force is not the sufficient condition for a sound fmancial 

system. Flexibility of labour market is absolutely essential for any investment 

business that is highly cyclical and competitive in nature. In good time 'increase head 

counts', in bad time 'reduce the numbers'- the policy that is popularly known as 'just 

in time' work force can be persuaded only with the completion of labour market 

reform. The issue is highly sensitive; hardly there is any scope of political 

consciousness in our country on the subject of 'hiring and firing'. So we propose to 
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move slowly, avoid chaos, don' t try to copy any mature exchange and develop your 

own labour laws depending on your own understanding of the problem. 

II. B. iii: Develop Conducive Regulatory Environment" 

Regulatory environment is a concept that defmes the manner in which power is 

exercised in . the management ·of a country 's social and .economic resources fo r 

development. Alternatively, it may be defined as a process by which political, 

economic and administrative authority is used to manage the society's affairs by 

means of developing appropriate contract- enforcing and coercion - constraining 

mechanism. If regulatory activity rewards piracy more than productive activity then 

learning will take the form of learning to be better pirates. Financial market can 

seldom flourish with loose, fundamentally obsolete regulatory system. Scale of 

regulation is of course important - ' too much' of it may irritate ill.vestors, provoke 

them to avoid the market, hence, threatens the basics of competitive ~conomy and 

' too little' may be a condition of unrestricted freedom of investors which is eq~ally 

dangerous for the health of the economy. Thus, there is a need to strike an appropriate 

balance while developing model of • financial sector supervision' and the final shape 

will be largely influenced by initial state of condition of the prevailing control 

mechanism. 

II. B. iv: Ensure Availability of Adequate Business 
Infrastructure 

Investment managers are fully concerned about the utility of this factor but normally 

they take it for granted. It is a sort of thing we worry about when it' s not there. Most 

developed cities that are bestowed with active asset markets have good infrastructure. 

When something goes wrong-in the West the issue is fixed fast but in India there is no 

urgency at all to resolve the problem. Policy implication of this discussion is -

develop adequate business infrastructure capab le to compete with leading global 

capital mar~ets to enjoy the benefit of funds from the rest of the world. 



II. B. v: Utility of both "Formal" and "Informal Constraints" 

There are at least three different components of a fair and just environment;. One is lhe 

legal system itself, the other one·concems.personal trustworthiness and the.Jast one is 

about temptations to -break the rules. Capital market can seldom flourish in any state 

which does not enjoy a regular administration of justice, in which the people do not 

feel themselves secure in the possession of their property, in which the faith of 

contracts is not supported by law, and in which the authority of the stl!te is not 

supposed to be regularly employed in enforcing the payment of debts from all those 

who are able to pay. Capital market in short, cannot develop in any state in which 

there is not a certain degree of confidence in the justice of government. A grown up 

legal. system or formal . constraints that structure human interaction is of course 
. · .. ·. - i . . 

important but trust worthiness, norms of behaviour, conventions, ethos, selfc 

discipline, self•imposed·codes of conduct that is defmed as 'infonnal constraints' are 

also equally important ·in absence of which formal regulations, no· matter how 

efficiently it is-designed will be ineffective. 

II. B. vi: Competitive Tax Regime 

A well defined, nondiscretionary, competitive tax regime can only allure both 

domestic and foreign investors to participate in the market so as to channelize global 

resources for efficient uses. 

II. B. vii: Opportunity to Reduce Operational Costs 

There are three basic functions of asset management: core asset management, middle 

and back office management, and lastly marketing and distribution of the assets. In 

our country favourable condition fo~ all these three stages mostly prevail in some big 

cities like Mumbai, Bangalore, Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata etc. whereas the facility is 

totally absent say, in North Eastern Region. This trend of concentration of asset 

management activities is not only confined at national level but it's a global 

phenomenon. Virtually it is cost effectiveness that predominantly determines the 

location of all these three stages of function of asset management and this preference 
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for location may ·vary within the country or the job may be outsourced even as it 

happens in many developed economy. Core asset management function is basically 

driven by supply side factors that include availability of qualified labour, liquidity of 

capital markets and the quality financial infrastructure. Locations of marketing and 

distribution functions are mainly influenced by demand side considerations. To sum 

up, designing of functions· of asset management must aim to reduce operational cost 

so as to maximize profit opportunity from investing business and lure both domestic 

and foreign investors to participate in the market. 

There is a common belief that movement for international financial integration failed 

to keep its promises, it produced frustrating results, benefits, if any, of this precept is 

more compensated by the menace it produces frequently and the victims are both 

developed and developing economy. The source of this irritation mainly follows from 

the fact that the foundations of the market economy are subject to far-reaching 

changes which were left insufficiently explored by the economists. Taking for granted 

the classic roles of market economy, even when institutional economists fail to fully 

accommodate the degree to which the foundations of the modem economy have been 

changing. The problem with neoclassical economics is, it assumes that the ideal 

situation already exists, thus it is absolutely unnecessary to study and to prescribe 

policy measure that can improve economic performance of the nation. On the 

contrary, we believe neither asset market operates in a vacuum nor investor's 

behaviour can be explained by the concept of 'wiser than thou' thus, market 

behaviour is not as innocent as it has been assumed by classical theorists. There are 

many culprits: the greedy investors, equally greedy borrowers, irresponsible 

,uninformed and inept institutions, failure of rating agencies to do their jobs, lacunae 

of vigilant supervision are few unhealthy elements of an investment environment that 

used to letdown premises of 'invisible hand', concept of 'self correcting' market 

which fmally appears as an irrelevant theoretical construct. Policy implication of the 

discussion is, instead of delegating the case of supervision to market there is good 

reason to believe that government intervention to an extent is essential to develop a 

'rule based' system so as to avoid the potential danger of private operators capturing 

policy and regulatory process. Extent, nature, type and objective of intervention will 
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vary depending upon prevailing condition, political environment, and preference of 

the. public along with other typical features of each individual country. There is no 

one right answer, say, in developed countries where capital market is tnuch matured, 

integrated and complex need for skill labour force is more demanding than India, 

whereas the question of outsourcing to reduce labour cost is irrelevant in· our country. 

Instead, it is more urgent to develop a robust regulatory system, to red!lce corruption, 

to build up favourable business environment, to ensure supply of adequate and 

standardized information, to restructure the tax policy- the deficiencies that are not 

allowing both domestic and foreign investors to enjoy the benefit from global 

diversification. We ·emphasize bold policy shift coupled with necessary change in the 

financial Supervision practices can only produce a comfortable investment 

environment, boost up confidence of investors, develop a feeling of safety, security; 

prosperity and encourage people to participate in risky market. 
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